Abstract

Handwritten character recognition is always an advanced area of research in the field of image processing and pattern recognition and there is a large demand for OCR on offline handwritten documents. Even though, sufficient studies have performed from history to this era, paper describes the techniques for converting textual content from a paper document into machine readable form. The computer actually recognizes the characters in the document through a revolutionizing technique called Optical Character Recognition (OCR). There are many paper deals with issues such as hand-printed character and cursive handwritten word recognition which describes recent achievements, difficulties, successes and challenges in all aspects of handwriting recognition. Their many papers present a new approach which improves current handwriting recognition systems. Some experimental results are included. Selection of a relevant feature extraction method is probably the single most important factor in achieving high recognition performance with much better accuracy in character recognition systems. In this paper, we describe the formatting guidelines for IJCA Journal Submission.
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